DRIVER ID

Measure and report on driver utilisation

ALLOWS FLEETTRACKER TO
ASSOCIATE JOURNEY DATA
AGAINST INDIVIDUAL DRIVERS
How Driver ID works...
FleetTracker’s Driver ID collates business intelligence
against individual drivers who use different company
vehicles on a regular basis and also differentiates
between business and private mileage.
Driver ID uses uniquely coded “dallas” keys assigned to
employees, with driver ID readers fitted to the steering
column in every vehicle.
Each driver must tap their key against the reader
which “pairs” them with that vehicle. To differentiate
between business and private mileage drivers simply
tap the corresponding key to record the relevant
journey type.
Once “paired”, the system begins to record data,
including journeys, driving behaviour, and time behind
the wheel, providing visibility of how responsibly
drivers are operating each vehicle they are assigned
to.
This results in a reduction of fleet operational costs
through economical driving, helps to improve the
safety of employees out on the road, and allows costs
and motoring fines to be correctly allocated to the
relevant drivers.
Driver ID can also be configured during installation
to act as a secondary immobiliser for the vehicle,
improving vehicle security.
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drivers must apply their personally coded “dallas”
key against the dashboard / steering column
reader before:
» journey data can be accurately recorded
against that particular driver
» the car can be started (secondary
immobilisation - optional)

How Driver ID can help your
business...
» Reduces fuel & running costs...
helps monitor individual driver behaviour - promoting
responsible, safe and more fuel efficient driving

» Measure business/private mileage...
accurately report on private and business mileage
through the use of dallas key identification

» Reduces administrative burden...
eliminates the task of handwritten time sheets and is
less likely to contain inaccurate records

» Highlights driver performance...
speeding instances, accidents, and other motoring
offences are allocated against the correct driver

» Improves productivity...
provides accurate time & journey data against the
individual driver, making your fleet easier to manage

» Improves security (optional)...
business mileage
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the “dallas key” and dashboard reader can act as a
secondary immobiliser, as the vehicle will not start until
the two are “paired” by applying the key to the reader
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